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 .In this paper we consider the action of the simple group F q on the cosets of4
 .the maximal subgroup B q . We show that the action is multiplicity-free of rank4
q q 3; we obtain suborbit representatives and calculate subdegrees, show that all
suborbits are self-paired, find that none of the graphs arising from the action is
distance-transitive, and give explicitly the decomposition of the permutation char-
acter. In addition, we give detailed information on the correspondence between
geometric conjugacy classes and semisimple classes which is used in the
Deligne]Lusztig theory. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
The classification of finite primitive distance-transitive graphs has been
w xpursued for a number of years, by various authors. The result of 8
essentially reduces the problem to the case where the automorphism group
of the graph is an almost simple group. Since distance-transitivity implies
that the graph is self-paired, there are related questions concerning the
classification of finite primitive permutation groups which are self-paired,
 . w xor more generally multiplicity-free; Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 of 1 achieve
reductions to the almost simple case for each of these.
By now these classifications are close to completion, with only a few
 .undecided cases remaining; one such is that of the action of F q on4
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 .cosets of B q . In this paper we investigate this action; we show that it is4
multiplicity-free and self-paired, but does not arise from any distance-
transitive graph. It is hoped that methods similar to those employed here
will in due course settle the other unresolved cases.
Let G be a simple algebraic group of type F over k, the algebraic4
closure of F , where p is a prime. Let T be a maximal torus of G, and Fp
the set of roots of G relative to T; choose a Borel subgroup B of G
containing T, and let Fq and S be the sets of positive and simple roots
w xdetermined by B. As in 9, 10 , we let
1S s e y e , e y e , e , e y e y e y e , . 42 3 3 4 4 1 2 3 42
where e , e , e , e form an orthonormal basis of a 4-dimensional Eu-1 2 3 4
clidean space; then
1q  4F s e " e : 1 F i - j F 4 j e : 1 F i F 4 j e " e " e " e , 4  . 4i j i 1 2 3 42
and F s FqjyFq. For convenience, where there is no danger of
confusion, we shall write "i " j for "e " e , "i for "e , and qyyyi j i
1  .for e y e y e y e , etc., in what follows.1 2 3 42
Given a root a g F, let U be the corresponding root subgroup of G;a
write U s  qU . There is an isomorphism x : k ª U such thata g F a a a
t  .   . .x l s x a t l for all l g k and t g T. We assume that the isomor-a a
w xphisms x are chosen as in 3 such that if we seta
n l s x l x yly1 x l , .  .  .  .a a ya a
h l s n l n y1 .  .  .a a a
 .  .  .for l g k*, then n l g N s N T and h l g T for all l g k*; wea G a
also have the Chevalley commutator relations
1 if a q b f F ,¡
x N lm .aqb a , b
if a q b g F , 2a q b , a q 2b f F ,
1 2~x N lm x y N N l m .x l , x m s .  .  .aqb a , b 2 aqb a , b a , aqb2a b
if a q b , 2a q b g F ,
1 2x N lm x N N lm .  .aqb a , b aq2 b a , b aqb , b2¢ if a q b , a q 2b g F ,
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w xwhere we assume that the structure constants N are as given in 10 .a , b
 .We write n s n 1 and w s n T g NrT s W; the maps h : k* ª Ta a a a a
are the coroots.
w x  .As in 9 , we shall write the elements of T in the form z , z , z , z ; s1 2 3 4
with s2 s z z z z , where1 2 3 4
h l s 1, l, ly1 , 1; 1 , .  .2y3
h l s 1, 1, l, ly1 ; 1 , .  .3y4
h l s 1, 1, 1, l2 ; l , .  .4
h l s l, ly1 , ly1 , ly1 ; ly1 . .  .qyyy
The action of W on T is then determined by
w 2y 3 z , z , z , z ; s s z , z , z , z ; s , .  .1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4
w3y 4 z , z , z , z ; s s z , z , z , z ; s , .  .1 2 3 4 1 2 4 3
w4 z , z , z , z ; s s z , z , z , zy1 , szy1 , .  .1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 4
wqyyy z , z , z , z ; s s s, szy1 zy1 , szy1 zy1 , szy1 zy1 ; z . .  .1 2 3 4 3 4 2 4 2 3 1
Let
 4C s e y e : 1 F i - j F 4 j e : 1 F i F 4 ; 4i j i
then C is a subsystem of F of type B , with simple system4
 4e y e , e y e , e y e , e .1 2 2 3 3 4 4
Let
 :H s U : a g C ,a
so that H is a simply connected simple algebraic group of type B over k;4
let
 :W s w , w , w , w ,H 1y2 2y3 3y4 4
so that W is the Weyl group of H.H
Finally, let q be a power of p, and let F: G ª G be the Frobenius map
  ..  q. Fdetermined by F x l s x l for all l g k and a g F. Writing Xa a
for the F-stable points of X for any subset X of G, we set G s G F, T s T F,
F F F F F  .B s B , U s U , U s U , N s N , and H s H ; then G s F q anda a 4
 .H s B q , and we have4
< < 24 2 6 8 12G s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , .  .  .  .
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< < 16 2 4 6 8H s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 . .  .  .  .
It is the action of G on the cosets of the maximal subgroup H with which
this paper is concerned. The main results are summarized in the following.
 .  .THEOREM 1. The action of F q on cosets of B q is multiplicity-free, of4 4
rank q q 3. The subdegrees are gi¨ en in Table I. All suborbits are self-paired.
The action gi¨ es rise to no distance-transiti¨ e graphs; instead, all associated
graphs ha¨e diameter 2 or 3.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
consider suborbits; we obtain representatives, calculate the rank and
subdegrees, and determine the pairing of suborbits. In Section 3 we
consider the graphs obtained from each of the suborbits, and find their
diameters. In Section 4 we give the relationship between the semisimple
classes of the two groups. Section 5 concerns the correspondence between
geometric conjugacy classes of G and semisimple classes of its dual; for
each class of maximal tori of G we obtain explicitly the bijection between
the character group and the dual torus. Using this, in Section 6 we
decompose the permutation character explicitly.
2. SUBORBITS
In any action of a finite group G on the left cosets of the subgroup H ,1 1
the suborbits correspond naturally to double cosets H gH for g g G ; the1 1 1
suborbit containing the left coset gH is the set of left cosets whose union1
is H gH . The corresponding subdegree is the size of the suborbit, i.e.,1 1
< < < < < < < g < gH gH r H s H r H l H ; the subgroup H l H consists of the1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
elements fixing both H and gH and is known as a 2-point stabilizer.1 1
Given any such double coset D, the set Dy1 of inverses of elements of D
is itself a double coset; the corresponding suborbits are said to be paired.
TABLE I
 .   .  ..Subdegrees in the Action of F q on F q : B q4 4 4
Coset representative Number of suborbits Subdegree
1 1 1
4 4 .n 1 q q q 10
3 4 8 . .u 1 q q y 1 q y 10
4 3 8 . .g 1 q q q 1 q y 10
3 8 . .g 1 q q 1 q y 11
7 8 4  .g , l g F _ 0, 1 q y 2 q q y 1l q
 .  .Note. n s n , u s x 1 x 1 ,0 qqqq 0 qqyy qyqq
 .  .g s x 1 n x l .l qyyy qyyy qyyy
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In particular, if Dy1 s D the corresponding suborbit is said to be self-
paired; if all suborbits are self-paired, this implies that the permutation
character is multiplicity-free.
 .Define elements n , u , and g for l g F as0 0 l q
n s n , u s x 1 x 1 , .  .0 qqqq 0 qqyy qyqq
g s x 1 n x l . .  .l qyyy qyyy qyyy
We shall show that 1, n , u , g form a complete set of H, H-double coset0 0 l
representatives in G, and thus that the rank of the action is q q 3. To do
this we shall calculate the corresponding subdegrees and show that those
elements which give equal subdegrees actually represent distinct double
cosets; completeness then follows by checking that the sum of subdegrees
< <found is G : H . We shall then show that each suborbit is self-paired by
showing explicitly that Hgy1H s HgH for those elements g whose subde-
gree is not unique.
Before we begin, it is worth mentioning that for p ) 2 there is an
alternative approach which may be used. In this case we have the involu-
tory automorphism u of G, given by conjugation by the element t g G,1
 .  w x.such that H s C u . In such a situation, as is well known see, e.g., 6, 7 ,G
the H, H-double cosets are parametrized by H-conjugacy classes of ele-
y1  . y1  .ments x u x for x g G; we have HxH s HyH if and only if x u x is
y1  . < < < < < < <  y1  .. <H-conjugate to y u y , and HxH r H s H r C x u x . In manyH
instances this provides a more convenient method of calculating rank and
subdegrees than the direct approach; however, we shall not use it here,
since we require results for p s 2 as well.
We also observe that W permutes transitively the 16 roots lyingH
outside C; thus, for example, Hn H s Hn H for any a g F R C.0 a
 .  . UMoreover T - H, so that Hx 1 H s Hx g H for all g g F . Also,a a q
 .  .  .  .  .g s x 1 n x 1 s x 1 h y1 g Hx 1 H s1 qyyy qyyy qyyy yqqq qyyy yqqq
 .Hx 1 H for any a g F R C. In the calculations which follow, we willa
frequently make use of these considerations to simplify matters.
In addition, we shall at several points make use of the Bruhat decompo-
sition for elements of G, which we recall here. For each w g W, choose
n g N such that n T s w and setw w
Uy s U .w a
qagF
 .w a -0
We may then write each g g G uniquely as g s uhn ¨ , where u g U,w
h g T , w g W, and ¨ g Uy. If in fact g g H, then we must have u g U lw
H, w g W , and ¨ g Uy l H.H w
We now begin our calculations. The first double coset, represented by 1,
is simply H itself; the corresponding subdegree is 1. Next we consider
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Hn H; since0
n0 H s U , U , U , U , U :" i" j " qqqy. " qqyq. " qyqq. " yqqq.
:1 F i - j F 4 ,
we have
n0  :H l H s U : 1 F i - j F 4 ," i" j
< n0 < 12  2 . 4 .2 6 .of type D . Thus H l H s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , and so the4
4 4 .subdegree is q q q 1 .
Next, consider Hu H; we wish to determine H l u0 H. Take g g H and0
write g s uhn ¨ using the Bruhat decomposition, where u g U l H,w
h g T , w l W , and ¨ g Uyl H; thenH w
nw y1uhu y1 y1 ¨0g g H m u .uhn ¨ .u g H m u ? u g H . . /0 w 0 0 0
Now we find that
uy1u g x y1 x y1 U U U U U U ; .  . .0 qyqq qqyy qqyq qqqy qqqq 1q4 1q3 1q2
thus
uhy1u g x l x l U U U U U U .  . .0 qyqq 1 qqyy 2 qqyq qqqy qqqq 1q4 1q3 1q2
for some l , l g FU. Since we similarly have1 2 q
u¨
y1 g x 1 x 1 U U U U U U , .  .0 qqyy qyqq qqyq qqqy qqqq 1q4 1q3 1q2
 y1 .uh.nw ¨y1and we require u .u g H, we see that we must have0 0
w qyqq , w qqyy .  .
 4g qyqq, qqyy, qqyq, qqqy, qqqq ;
since qyqq and qqyy sum to a short root, and this is true of no
other pair of the five listed, this forces w either to fix or to interchange
 :qyqq and qqyy. Thus w lies in w , w w , a group of order3y4 2y3 4
12. For each of these 12 elements w, it is straightforward to use Bruhat
decomposition to determine the possibilities for u, h, and ¨ . We find that
u0  :H l H s U , x l x yl , x l x yl : l g F .  .  .  ." 3y4. 2y3 4 y2q3 y4 q
 := U , U , U , U ;1 1" 2 1" 3 1" 4
the first factor is of type G , while the second is a unipotent group of2
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7 < u0 < 13 2 . 6 .order q . Thus H l H s q q y 1 q y 1 , and so the subdegree is
3 4 . 8 .q q y 1 q y 1 .
This leaves the elements g to consider; we begin with g . As observedl 1
X  .above, it suffices to treat instead g s x 1 , which has the advantage1 qqqq
of centralizing the whole of U l H. Take g g H, and again write g s
uhn ¨ using the Bruhat decomposition with u g U l H, h g T , w g W ,w H
and ¨ g Uy l H; thenw
X y1 h ng X X w1g g H m g .uhn ¨ . g g H m x y1 . x 1 g H . .  .  .1 w 1 qqqq qqqq
gX1  .  .hnwThus if g g H we must have w qqqq s qqqq, and x 1qqqq
 .  X .s x 1 ; thus g g C g . We therefore haveqqqq H 1
H l g
X
1 H s C gX .H 1
 : :s U , U , U U , U : 1 F i - j F 4 ;" 1y2. " 2y3. " 3y4. i iqj
the first factor is of type A , while the second is a unipotent group of3
10 < g
X
1 < 16  2 . 3 . 4 .order q . Thus H l H s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , and so the sub-
 3 . 8 .degree is q q 1 q y 1 .
 .Next we consider g s x 1 n ; again, by conjugating by a0 qyyy qyyy
suitable element of N l H and multiplying by an element of T , it suffices
X  .  X .y1to treat instead g s x y1 n s g n . We have0 qqqq qqqq 1 0
H l g
X
0 H s  g
X
1.
y1 gX1 H l n0 H , .
and n0 H has already been given. Again, take g g H and write g s uhn ¨ ;w
then
X ux 1 hnw x y1 .h.n .¨ if w qqqq ) 0, .  .  . .qqqq qqqq wg1 g s  ux 1 .h.n . x y1 ¨ if w qqqq - 0. .  .  .qqqq w qqqq
Thus if g
X
1 g g n0 H, the uniqueness of Bruhat decomposition shows that
 .we cannot have w qqqq - 0; in fact we see that we must have
 .  X . w qqqq s qqqq, hn g C g , and u, ¨ g X : 1 F i -w H 1 " i" j
:j F 4 . It follows that




0 H s C gX l n0 H .H 1
 : :s U , U , U U : 1 F i - j F 4 ;" 1y2. " 2y3. " 3y4. iqj
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the first factor is again of type A , while the second is a unipotent group3
6 < g
X
1 < 12  2 . 3 . 4 .of order q . Thus H l H s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , and so the
4 3 . 8 .subdegree is q q q 1 q y 1 .
 .  .  4Finally we consider g s x 1 n x l for l g F R 0, 1 .l qyyy qyyy qyyy q
We shall find that all subdegrees arising from such elements are equal;
we shall therefore need to show that Hg H s Hg H « l s m. With thisl m
gl  y1 . .in mind, we consider g H l Hg s H g g l H g ; we shall showl m l m m
that this intersection is non-empty only if l s m and shall determine the
size of the intersection in this case. The calculations here are somewhat
complicated.
Thus assume that g g s g 9g with g, g 9 g H; let the Bruhat decompo-l m
sitions of g and g 9 be g s uhn ¨ and g 9 s u9h9n ¨ 9, and for brevity writew w 9
 . gla s qyyy. Note that U l H ; U; this is because any element of
 . xa1.  .U l H is a product of elements x l for b positive and distinctb b
 .from a , so the same is true of its conjugate by n as a is simple , anda
 .then the final conjugation by x l preserves U. It follows that we havea
g g s x 1 n x l uhn ¨ .  .l a a a w
s glu x 1 n x l hn ¨ .  .  .a a a w
lg nl as u x 1 h n x n ¨ .  .  .a a a w /a h .
nw¡ lg n y1l au x 1 . h .n n . x ¨ if w a ) 0, .  .  .  .a a w a  / /a h .
n na w~s l y 1 a h a h .  .g nl au x . h h y .n . x y ¨ .  .a a w a /  /  / /l l l¢ y1if w a - 0. .
Similarly
g 9g s u9h9n ¨ 9x 1 n x m .  .m w 9 a a a
s u9h9n x 1 n x m ¨ 9gm .  .  .w 9 a a a
¡ h9nw 9 gmu9 x 1 .h9.n n . x m ¨ 9 if w9 a ) 0, .  .  .  . .a w 9 a a
h9n n n~ gw 9 a w 9 ms u9 x y1 .h9 h y1 .n . x m y 1 ¨ 9 .  .  .  . . .a a w 9 a¢ if w9 a - 0. .
Note that it is not clear that the expressions given are the Bruhat
decompositions of the elements concerned. They are certainly in the form
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u0 h0 n0 ¨ 0 with u0, ¨ 0 g U, h0 g T , and n0 g N; however, in the expres-
y1 .  .sions for the cases w a ) 0 and w9 a ) 0, the element n0 need not
be the chosen representative of the coset n0T; moreover, for each of the
four expressions it is not apparent that ¨ 0 g Uy, where w0 s n0T. Thew 0
former of these considerations has the effect that, in attempting to equate
the various parts of these expressions, we must treat the terms h0 and n0
together rather than separately; the latter means that we cannot equate
components of u0 and ¨ 0 lying in root groups other than U .a
Now as w, w9 g W we cannot have w w s w9 or w s w9w ; thusH a a
y1 .  . y1 .  .w a and w9 a must have the same sign. If w a , w9 a ) 0 we
deduce
x 1 sh9nw 9 x 1 , .  .a a
na h .n n s h9.n n , . a w w 9 a
nwl
x s x m . .a a /a h .
 . The first of these equations shows that h9n centralizes x 1 and thusw 9 a
 :.  .the whole of U , and thus that w9 a s a ; the second gives hn s" a w
 .na y1  .h9n , and so w s w ww , so that w a s a ; using these, the thirdw 9 a a
then gives
nw nal h9ny1 w 9hn nw ax m s x s x l s x l .  .  . /a a a a / /a h .
nay1nas x l s x l , .  . /a a
y1 .  .whence l s m as required. If on the other hand w a , w9 a - 0 we
obtain
l y 1 h9n nw 9 ax s x y1 , .a a /l
a h .n na w 9h h y s h9 h y1 , .  . .a a /l
n na wa h .
x y s x m y 1 . .a a /l
 .The first of these equations gives w9 a s ya , and the third that w s w9;
na .   . .nw 9  ..from the second, we see that h9 s h h ya h rl h y1 sa a
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na .   . . na nw  .   .  ..h h a h rl ; the fourth gives x 1 s x a h rl 1 y m ; usinga a a
all of these, the first gives
l y 1 n  .a ha .h9n n  h.h  nw 9 a a wlx s x y1 s x 1 .  .a a ya /l
n la . h.n h   .w a a hs x 1 .ya
2
a h .y1n hn na a ws xya 2 /l
a h 1 y m .  .y1n has xya  /l
1 y my1nas xya  /l
m y 1
s x ,a  /l
whence again l s m as required. We have therefore shown that distinct
values of l do indeed give distinct double cosets Hg H.l
Moreover, we may now see that each expression above is indeed the
Bruhat decomposition of the element concerned modulo the choice of
y1 .  . .element of N, in the cases w a ) 0 and w9 a ) 0 . First consider the
 .expressions for g g. The element ¨ is a product of root elements x nl b b
for b a positive root made negative by w; conjugating such a root element
by n would give an element of the negative root subgroup U andw w b .
 .further conjugation by n does not change the sign of w b , sincea
 . . y yw b / "a . Thus ¨ does lie in U or U as appropriate, and so eachw w wa
expression given for g g is indeed the Bruhat decomposition. Secondly,l
 .consider gg ; since ¨ 9 is a product of root elements x n for b a positivem b b
root made negative by w9, it follows that ¨ 9gm is a product of elements
 X .  .x n for j g Z and b as before. As w9 a s "a , conjugating suchbqja bqja
a root element by n n or n would give an element of U forw 9 a w 9 w 9 b .q j9a
 .some j9 g Z, and again this is a negative root subgroup since w9 b - 0
 .and w9 b / "a . Thus we also see that each expression given for gg ism
the Bruhat decomposition.
We may therefore equate the remaining parts of the expressions for g gl
and gg ; in each case we havem
u9 sglu and ¨ 9 sgm¨ sgl¨ .
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It follows that
g 9 s u9h9n ¨ 9 g H l glH m u9, ¨ 9 g U l H l gl U l H , and .  .w 9
lh9nw 9 x 1 s x 1 or x . .  .a a ya  /l y 1
 . gl . glWe must therefore consider U l H l U l H . Since U s U forb b
 4b g 2 y 3, 3 y 4, 2 y 4, 1 q 4, 1 q 3, 1 q 2 , it suffices to consider the
product of the remaining 10 root groups in U l H; clearly we may treat
each a-string of roots separately. An easy calculation now shows that
U l H l gl U l H s U U U U U U .  . 2y3 3y4 2y4 1q4 1q3 1q2
= x lt x 1 y l t : t g F .  . . 43q4 1y2 q
= x lt x 1 y l t : t g F .  . . 42q4 1y3 q
= x lt x 1 y l t : t g F . .  . . 42q3 1y4 q
With a little further work we obtain
gl Hl H s U , U , x lt x 1 y l t , .  . ." 3y4. " 2y3. 3q4 1y2
:x lt x 1 y l t : t g F , .  . .y1q2 y3y4 q
< gl < 9 2 . 4 . 6 .of type B . Thus H l H s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , and so the3
7 8 .subdegree in each case is q q y 1 .
The sum of the subdegrees found so far is
1 q q4 q4 q 1 q q3 q4 y 1 q8 y 1 q q3 q 1 q8 y 1 .  .  .  .  .
q q4 q3 q 1 q8 y 1 q q y 2 .q7 q8 y 1 . .  .  .
s q8 q8 q q4 q 1 ; .
< <since this is G : H , we have shown that the elements 1, n , u , g form a0 0 l
complete set of double coset representatives.
To conclude this section we consider pairing of suborbits; we need only
treat the double cosets Hg H for l / 0, 1, since all other subdegrees arel
unique. We simply observe that
1
y1 y1g s x yl n x y1 s h yl h l . g .h y g Hg H ; .  .  .  .l a a a 4 a l 4 l /l
thus all suborbits are self-paired.
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3. ASSOCIATED GRAPHS
If G is a finite group acting on left cosets of a subgroup H , and1 1
H gH is any double coset whose corresponding suborbit is self-paired, we1 1
may obtain a graph as follows. The vertices are the left cosets g 9H for1
g 9 g G ; there is an edge between the vertices g 9H and g 0 H if and only1 1 1
if g 9y1 g 0 g H gH . Thus the number of vertices adjacent to g 9H is1 1 1
< < < <H gH r H ; as this is independent of the vertex g 9H , the graph is1 1 1 1
regular. If H is a maximal subgroup of G , all such graphs are connected.1 1
A graph is called distance-transitive if, for all d g N, the automorphism
group of the graph is transitive on ordered pairs of vertices distance d
apart. At the other extreme, as it were, lie graphs of diameter 2 the
.diameter of a graph being the maximal distance between two vertices .
In the case of a graph arising from a double coset H gH in a group G ,1 1 1
its diameter is 2 if and only if G s H gH j H gH gH note that1 1 1 1 1 1
y1 .H gH gH s H g H gH = H .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Now if a graph is distance-transitive, the unimodality of subdegrees
w x2, 5.1.1 implies that the only subdegree which can occur more than twice
is the largest one. Table I reveals that, for q ) 4, this is not the case here,
7 8 .since the subdegree q q y 1 is not the largest, but occurs q y 2 times.
However, the extension of our groups G and H by field automorphisms
will fuse together some of the suborbits of equal size; thus this simple
criterion may no longer be applied to rule out the possibility of a distance-
transitive graph. Instead, we shall show directly that each graph which
arises has diameter 2 or 3; since the number of suborbits will always be at
least 5 as applying outer automorphisms can only fuse together suborbits
.with equal subdegrees , this will prove that the action gives rise to no
distance-transitive graphs. In fact we shall show that, with two exceptions,
for each non-trivial double coset HgH we have G s HgHgH; to do this it
suffices to show that each of the elements n , u , and g lies in HgHgH0 0 l
 y1 .since we certainly have H ; HgHgH, as HgH s Hg H .
We begin with the double coset Hn H. Here we have0
n s n .n .n .ny1 .ny1 g Hn Hny1H s Hn Hn H0 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0
and
g s ny1 . x 1 n x l .n g Hny1Hn H s Hn Hn H . .  .l 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
However, we do not have u g Hn Hn H; to see this we consider num-0 0 0
bers of edges between suborbits. The regularity properties of the graph
imply that, for any suborbits S and S and any vertex ¨ g S , the number1 2 1
of edges from ¨ to vertices in S is independent of the choice of ¨ ; if we2
 . < <  . < <  .write n S , S for this number, then we have S n S , S s S n S , S .1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
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Thus the number of edges from n H to each of the q y 2 suborbits0
7 8 . 4 4 .represented by g H for l / 0, 1 must be at least q q y 1 rq q q 1l
3 4 .s q q y 1 ; the suborbits represented by g H and g H each account0 1
 3 . 4 .for at least q q 1 q y 1 further edges; and we have 1 edge to H and
at least 1 to another vertex in the suborbit represented by n H itself. This0
requires at least
q y 2 q3 q4 y 1 q q3 q 1 q4 y 1 q q3 q 1 q4 y 1 q 1 q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
s q4 q4 q 1 .
edges; since this number is precisely the valency of the graph, we see that
there can be no edges from n H to the suborbit represented by u H.0 0
Thus this graph does not have diameter 2; as it is connected, it must have
diameter 3 instead.
Next we consider the double coset Hu H. Here we have0
u s n x y1 .u . x 1 x y1 .uy1 . x 1 x y2 ny1 .  .  .  .  .0 4 4 0 4 y4 0 4 1y4 4
g Hu Huy1H s Hu Hu H ;0 0 0 0
a lengthy calculation gives
n s n n x y1 n .u .h y1 n .u . x 1 h y1 n n .  .  .  .0 4 3 1 1 0 qqyy 1 0 y1 qqyy 3 4
g Hu Hu H ;0 0
finally
g s ny1 x y1 x 1 .u . x y1 x 1 y l .uy1 . x l y 1 .  .  .  .  .l 1 y3y4 y1y2 0 y1y2 2 0 2
= h y1 x 2 1 y l n .  . .qqqq 1q2 1
g Hu Huy1H s Hu Hu H .0 0 0 0
Thus we have Hu Hu H s G as required; so the graph based on the0 0
suborbit containing u H has diameter 2.0
 4Next we consider the double coset Hg Hg H for m g F R 1 . Tom m q
begin with, we find that
u s ny1 h m y 1 x 1 x y1 . g . x 1 x 1 . gy1 . x m .  .  .  .  .  .0 3 y1q2 1y4 2q3 m 1y4 4 m 4
= h m y 1 n .1y2 3
g Hg Hgy1H s Hg Hg H .m m m m
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Next, for l g F we haveq
g s ny1 h y1 x ym . gy1 . x y1 .  .  .l 4 qyyy y4 m y4
=
l y 1 l y 1
x . g . x h y1 n .4 m 4 4 4 /  /m y 1 m y 1
g Hgy1Hg H s Hg Hg H .m m m m
Thus we have G _ Hn H : Hg Hg H. To show that we also have Hn H0 m m 0
; Hg Hg H, we treat separately the cases m / 0 and m s 0. If m / 0, am m
lengthy calculation reveals
1 1 2m y 1 1
n s n n x y h n x . g . x0 3 2 4 4 4 4 m 4 /  /  / /m m m 1 y m 1 y m .
m2 2m y 1
= h y1 n x . g ? x h y1 n x y1 .  .  .4 4 4 m 4 4 4 4 / /1 y m 1 y m
= n n h y1 .2 3 qqqq
g Hg Hg H ;m m
a much simpler calculation gives
n s n n x 1 . g .h y1 x 1 n . g . x y1 h y1 n n .  .  .  .  .0 3 2 4 0 4 4 4 0 y4 qyyy 2 3
g Hg Hg H .0 0
Thus for m / 1 we have Hg Hg H s G as required, and the correspond-m m
ing graphs all have diameter 2.
X X  .This leaves the double coset Hg H s Hg H, where g s x 1 .1 1 1 qqqq
Certainly
u s n n . gX .n n ny1 . gX .n g Hg Hg H ;0 3 4 1 4 3 2 1 2 1 1
for l / 1 we have
g s ny1 . gX .n n n n h l y 1 . gX .h l y 1 n n n h y1 .  .  .l 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 1 y1 2 3 4 qyyq
g Hg Hg H ,1 1
while
g s x 1 . gX . x y1 h y1 . gX g Hg Hg H . .  .  .1 y1 1 y1 qyyy 1 1 1
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Thus G _ Hn H : Hg Hg H; however, we do not have Hn H ;0 1 1 0
Hg Hg H. To see this, let uhn ¨ be the Bruhat decomposition of a typical1 1 w
element g of H; then
gX ggX s x 1 uhn ¨x 1 s u. x 1 x n .hn ¨ .  .  .  .1 1 qqqq w qqqq qqqq wqqqq. w
g Hx 1 x n H .  .qqqq wqqqq.
U  .for some n g F . The root w qqqq is one of the 16 lying outside C,q
1  .and so must be of the form "e " e " e " e ; let the number of q1 2 3 42
signs be r. If r s 4 we have gX ggX g H j HgX H; if r s 3 or 2 we have1 1 1
X X X g gg g Hg H as may be seen by conjugating by an appropriate short or1 1 1
. X Xlong root element of H ; if r s 1 we have g gg g Hu H; if r s 0 we1 1 0
have gX ggX g Hg H for an appropriate value of l. Thus gX ggX is never an1 1 l 1 1
element of Hn H, so Hn H o Hg Hg H. Thus this graph also fails to0 0 1 1
have diameter 2, but rather has diameter 3. This completes the considera-
tion of the graphs arising from the action of G on H.
4. SEMISIMPLE CLASSES
w xSemisimple classes of G are listed in 9, Table II for p s 2 and
w x10, Table 8 for p odd. In this section we shall provide similar information
for H, and indicate how such classes fuse in G; this will be used in the
decomposition of the permutation character in Section 6.
We begin by considering the Weyl groups W and W of G and H. TheH
group W has 25 conjugacy classes; representatives w , . . . , w are listed in1 25
w x 9, Table I to avoid ambiguity, we shall denote these 25 elements by
.w , . . . , w , as we are writing w for w . For convenience, we repeat1. 25. r a r
these elements here.
w s 1 w s w w w w s w w w w1. 10. 2 3 4 18. 1 3y4 2y3 qqqq
w s w w s w w w w s w w w w2. 3y4 11. 3y4 2y3 1y2 19. 1 2 4 3y4
w s w w s w w w w s w w w w3. 4 12. 1y2 4 3y4 20. 1 2 4 qyqy
w s w w w s w w w w s w w w w4. 3 4 13. 4 3y4 qyyq 21. 3 2y3 1y2 4
w s w w w s w w w w s w w w w5. 1y2 4 14. 4 3y4 2y3 22. 2 1y2 4 3y4
w s w w w s w w w w s w w w w6. 3y4 2y3 15. 1y2 4 qqyy 23. 4 3y4 2y3 1y2
w s w w w s w w w w s w w w w7. 4 qyyy 16. 1 3y4 2y3 24. 2 2y3 3y4 qyyy
w s w w w s w w w w w s w w w w8. 4 3y4 17. 1 2 3 4 25. 3 2y3 3q4 qyyy
w s w w w9. 1 2 3y4
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The group W has 20 conjugacy classes. The following lists the 20H
representatives w 1., . . . , w 20. we shall take and gives their relationship
with the elements w ; we write ; to mean conjugacy in W. r .
w 1. s 1 s w w 11. s w w w ; w1. 2 4 3y4 11.
2. 12.w s w w w w s w w s w w s w1 2 3 4 17. 3y4 2y3 6.
3. 13.w s w s w w s w w w w s w4 3. 3 2y3 1y2 4 21.
4. 14.w s w w w s w w s w w w s w2 3 4 10. 1 3y4 2y3 16.
5. 15.w s w w s w w s w w w s w3 4 4. 4 3y4 2y3 14.
6. 16.w s w s w w s w w ; w3y4 2. 1y2 3y4 4.
7. 17.w s w w w s w w s w w w s w1 2 3y4 9. 1y2 4 3y4 12.
8. 18.w s w w s w w s w w w w s w4 3y4 8. 2 1y2 4 3y4 22.
9. 19.w s w w w w s w w s w w w s w1 2 4 3y4 19. 3y4 2y3 1y2 11.
10. 20.w s w w s w w s w w w w s w1y2 4 5. 4 3y4 2y3 1y2 23.
 .   . w 4  r .   r ..For w g W, write T w s t g T: F t s t ; set T s T w and
 .  r .T s T w . The tori T are r .  r .
p 2
1. qy1 qy1 qy1 qy1T s l, m , n , ; p : l s m s n s p s 1 , 5 /lmn
p 2
2. qq1 qq1 qq1 qq1T s l, m , n , ; p : l s m s n s p s 1 , 5 /lmn
lqq1 1 23. q y1 qy1 qy1T s m , n , , ; l : l s m s n s 1 ,qy1 5 /mn l
mn 1 1 24. qq1 q y1 qq1 qq1T s l , , , ; l : l s m s n s 1 ,qy1 5 /m nl
lqq1 1 25. q y1 qy1 qq1T s m , , n , ; l : l s m s n s 1 ,qy1 5 /m l n
1 mn 2 26. q q y1 qy1 qy1T s , , l, l ; n : l s m s n s 1 ,qq1 5 /m l
1 mn 2 27. q q y1 qq1 qq1T s , , l, l ; ln : l s m s n s 1 ,qy1 5 /m l
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lq
2q1 1 1 28. q q1. qy1. qy1T s m , , , ; l : l s m s 1 ,2qy1 q yq 5 /m l l
lq
2q1 1 29. qq1 q q1. qq1. qq1T s m , , , l ; l : l s m s 1 ,2q qq 5 /m l
mqq1 1 2 210. q q y1 q y1T s l, l , , ; m : l s m s 1 ,qq1 qy1 5 /l m
lq
2q1 m lqq1 211. qy1 q q1. qq1. 2T s m , , , ; l : m s 1, l s m ,2q qq 5 /m ml
m2 2 312. q q q y1 qy1T s , l, l , l ; m : l s m s 1 ,2q qqq1 5 /l
m22 313. q q q q q1 qq1T s l, l , l , ; l m : l s m s 1 ,2q yqq1 5 /l
1 2 3 2 2 314. qq1 q qq q qq q qqq1 q y1. qq1.T s , l , l , l ; l : l s 1 ,3 5q y1 /l
1 1 13 315. q q1 q q1. qy1.T s l , , , ; l : l s 1 ,2 3 2qy1 5q yq q yq /l l l
mn m 216. q q y1 qy1 qq1T s l, l , , ; m : l s m s n s 1 , 5q /l l n
1 mqq1 2 217. q q y1 q q1 qq1T s l, l , , ; m : l s 1, m s l ,qy1 qq1 5 /m l
1 mqq1 2 218. q q q1 q q1T s l, l , , ; m : l s m s 1 ,qqy1 5 /llm
T 19. s l, lq , lq 2 , lq 3 ; m : mqy1 s 1, lq 2q1 . qq1. s m2 , . 5
1 1 1 3 420. q q1 q q1T s , , , l ; l : l s 1 .2 3 2qy1 5q yq q yq /l l l
For future reference, we also give the tori T . For s.
s s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23
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we have w s w  r . for s.
r s 1, 6, 3, 5, 10, 12, 8, 7, 4, 19, 17, 15, 14, 2, 9, 13, 18, 20,
respectively, as has already been listed, and so T s T  r .; the remaining s.
tori T are s.
m lq
2qq 1 3q q y1 qy1T s l, , , ; l : l s m s 1 ,27. q yq 5 /l m l
1 13 3q yqq1 q q q1. qy1.T s l , l , , ; l : l s 1 ,2 3 213.  5q y1 q yq /l l
13 2 3q q qq qq1 q y1. qq1.T s l, l , l , ; l : l s 1 ,3 215.  5q qq yqy1 /l
1 lqq1 2 2q q qqq1 q qqq1T s , m , lm , ; l : l s m s 1 ,18. q qq1 5 /l m
1 1 lq
2q1
3q q q1 qq1T s , l m , , ; l : l s m s 1 ,220. q q y1 5 /l ml
1 13 4 2q q q yq q1T s l, l , , ; l : l s 1 ,3 2 224.  5q yq yqq1 q yq /l l
lqy1 2 2q qy1 q q yqq1 q yqq1T s l, , m , l m ; l : l s m s 1 .25. q 5 /m
As is well known, any semisimple element of H is H-conjugate to an
element of some T  r .. The determination of the semisimple classes is
relatively straightforward; in the Appendix we list them, working through
the tori T  r . in turn and grouping together classes containing elements
w xwith conjugate centralizers as in 9, Table II; 10, Table 8 . For n g N, we
write R for the set of elements l of k satisfying ln s 1. For each entryn
w xin the Appendix, we indicate the corresponding class in G given in 9
w x w xor 10 ; we give the number of such classes, where as in 10 we set x s
 .  .  .  .4, q y 1 if q is odd , y s 3, q y 1 , and z s 3, q q 1 . For each semi-
simple element t listed, we also give the types of the root systemsj
C s a g C : a t s 1 and F s a g F : a t s 1 4  4 .  .j j j j
  .i.e., the types of the semisimple parts of the centralizers C t andH j
 ..C t .G j
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5. GEOMETRIC CONJUGACY CLASSES
Recall that if G9 is a connected reductive group with Frobenius map F9,
then geometric conjugacy is an equivalence relation on the set of pairs
 .T9, u 9 , where T9 is an F9-stable maximal torus of G9 and u a linear
F 9  .  .character of the finite group T9 . Two such pairs T , u and T , u are1 1 2 2
said to be geometrically conjugate if there exists an element of G9 which
transforms both T to T and u to u the latter being regarded as1 2 1 2
characters of the cocharacter groups of T and T , respectively; for full1 2
w x.details see 4, Chap. 4 . The equivalence classes under this relation are
called the geometric conjugacy classes of the finite group G9F
9
.
The theory of Deligne and Lusztig regarding representations of finite
groups of Lie type makes use of a bijective correspondence between
geometric conjugacy classes of a group and semisimple classes in the dual
group. In this section we shall determine this correspondence explicitly for
the group G: only a small part of it will be needed in the decomposition of
the permutation character in the succeeding section, but we give full
details for the sake of completeness, and in the hope that this will be
useful to others.
We shall require notation for certain roots of unity. Let j g k* be a
 4 . 12 .primitive q q 1 q y 1 st root of unity, and for s s 1, . . . , 15 set j ss
rs  4 . 12 .  . j , where r and q q 1 q y 1 rr s o j the order of j in thes s s s
.multiplicative group k* are
 . 2 . 4 . 8 4 .  .r s q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q y 1,1 1
2 4 8 4 . . . .  .r s q y 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q q 1,2 2
2 4 8 4 2 . . .  .r s q q 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q y 1,3 3
2 4 8 4 2 . . .  .r s q y 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q q 1,4 4
3 4 6 2 . . . .  .r s q y 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q q q q 1,5 5
3 4 6 2 . . . .  .r s q q 1 q y 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q y q q 1,6 6
3 4 6 3 . . .  .r s q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q y 1,7 7
3 4 6 3 . . .  .r s q y 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q q 1,8 8
4 8 4 2 . . .  .  . .r s q q 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q q 1 q y 1 ,9 9
4 8 4 2 . . .  .  . .r s q y 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q q 1 q q 1 ,10 10
4 8 4 4 . .  .r s q q 1 q q q q 1 , o j s q y 1,11 11
12 4 .r s q y 1, o j s q q 1,12 12
2 4 6 3 . . .  .  . .r s q y q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q y 1 q q 1 ,13 13
2 4 6 3 . . .  .  . .r s q q q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , o j s q q 1 q y 1 ,14 14
4 2 8 4 2 . .  .r s q q q q 1 q y 1 , o j s q y q q 1.15 15
 4 .Choose an isomorphism k* ª Q rZ which maps j to 1r q q 1 ?p9
 12 .q y 1 q Z; composition with the isomorphism Q rZ ª V underp9 p9
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2p i a which a s a q Z maps to e where V is the group of complexp9
.p9-roots of unity gives an isomorphism k* ª V under which j maps top9
z s e2p i rq 4q1 . q12y1 .. For s s 1, . . . , 15 let z s z rs, so that z is the images s
in V of j .p9 s
ÃUsing this notation, we may now give the character groups T of the 25 r .
maximal tori T , where the elements w are the representatives of the r .  r .
conjugacy classes of W given in the preceding section. Each linear charac-
ter of T will be denoted u  r . , where the subscripts take integer values. r . i j . . .
1.  a b c 2 dyaybyc d. i aqjbqk cql du j , j , j , j ; j s zi jk l 1 1 1 1 1 1
2. a 2 cyayb b qb c iaqk c jb .u j , j , j , j ; j s z zi jk 1 1 3 3 1 1 3
3. a b cyayb c c iaqjb k c .u j , j , j , j ; j s z zi jk 1 1 1 2 3 1 3
4. a cya b ybyc c ia jb k c .u j , j , j , j ; j s z z zi jk 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 3
5. a qa bya yb b iaqjb .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi j 3 3 1 2 3 3
26. 2 bya a qa q a b ia jb .u j , j , j j ; j s z zi j 1 7 7 7 1 7 1
7. a b ya qqq1.a yb yqa qa ia jb .u j , j j , j j , j ; j s z zi j 7 1 7 7 1 5 7 7 1
8. a bya yb yqb b ia jb .u j , j , j , j ; j s z zi j 1 1 4 4 9 1 9
9. a yayc b c yb qc c iaqjb k c .u j , j , j j , j j ; j s z zi jk 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3
10. c a b yaybyc c iaqjb k c .u j , j , j , j ; j s z zi jk 1 2 2 2 3 2 3
2 311. 2 a 2 qa 2 q a 2 q a b a jb 2 i a  . .  .u j , j , j j ; y1 j s y1 zi j 11 11 11 11 1 11
12. a qa ya yqa b a jb 2 i a  . .  .u j , j , j , j ; y1 j s y1 zi j 3 3 4 4 9 11
3 213. q yqq1.a qa ya yq a a ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 14 14 6 8 14 14
214. a ya yqa yq a a ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 1 8 8 8 14 14
315. a q a qa yqq1.a a ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 13 13 7 5 7 13
216. ya a qa q a a ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 2 7 7 7 3 13
17. a b c 2 dyaybyc d iaqjbqk cql d .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi jk l 2 2 2 2 2 2
18. yqa b aqqb qq1. ayb. a iaqjb .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi j 5 5 5 5 5 5
19. a bya yqb b b . i a jbu j , j , j , j ; j s z zi j 2 2 4 4 10 2 10
220. yqa qa b yqy1.a q q1.a yb a ia jb .u j , j j , j , j j ; j s z zi j 8 8 2 6 8 2 8 8 2
221. a qa q a 2 bya qa b ia jb .u j , j , j , j ; j j s z zi j 8 8 8 2 8 2 8 2
22. a qa 1yq.bya qq1.byqa b iaqjb .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi j 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 2 3 323. 1yq.a qyq .a q yq .a q q1.a a ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 12 12 12 12 12 12
3 3 2 224. a q a yq yq yqq1.a qyq .a qa ia .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi 15 15 15 15 15 15
25. a qy1.ayqb b qaqqy1.b qa iaqjb .u j , j , j , j ; j s zi j 6 6 6 6 6 6
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Note that the structure of the tori T and T depends on the character-11. 12.
istic: if p is odd they are the direct products of two cyclic groups of orders
1 4 4 .q y 1 and 2, while if p s 2 they are simply cyclic of order q y 1. The2
expressions given for the characters u 11. and u 12. are in fact correct bothi j i j
for p odd and for p s 2; in the former case a full set of characters is
1 4 .obtained by taking 0 F i - q y 1 and 0 F j F 1, while in the latter we2
take 0 F i - q4 y 1 and j s 0 instead. In all other cases the ranges which
the subscripts must take to give a full set of characters should be clear.
k  4Now the group G has roots F and coroots F s h : a g F . Thea
duality map d maps the roots of G to the coroots of the dual group G*;
since G is of type F , we have G* ( G, so d : F ª F k. We may take d to4
be given by
d e y e s h , d e y e s h , .  .2 3 qyyy 3 4 4
1d e s h , d e y e y e y e s h . .  . .4 3y4 1 2 3 4 2y32
The map d gives rise in a natural way to an automorphism W ª W, also
denoted by d , determined by
d w s w , d w s w , .  .2y3 qyyy 3y4 4
d w s w , d w s w . .  .4 3y4 qyyy 2y3
 .   .y1 .The maximal tori T w of G and T d w of G* ( G are said to be in
duality. Given two such maximal tori, there is a bijection between the
Ã y1 .  .   . .character group T w of T w and the torus T d w . The bijection is
not canonical, as it depends upon certain choices; however, it gives rise to
  . .a map from geometric conjugacy classes containing pairs T w , u for
Ã y1 .   . .u g T w to semisimple classes meeting T d w , and this map is
independent of the choices made. What we shall obtain here is one choice
Ã U.for the bijection between T and T for r s 1, . . . , 25, where we set r .  r .
U   .y1 .T s T d w . A method for obtaining such a bijection is given in r .  r .
 . w xe.g. 4, Chaps. 3 and 4 ; to illustrate it, we shall work through one case in
detail, and then present the full information in Table II.
The method may be described as follows. Let g T be an F-stable maximal
  .y1 . g g .F .torus of G so that F g g g N , and take u g Hom T , V ; writep9
X s Hom T, k* , Y s Hom k*, T . .  .
g .F g  . g We have T ( Yr F y 1 Y this isomorphism being given by the
.snake lemma ; using this and the isomorphism between Q rZ and V ,p9 p9
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TABLE II
UCorrespondence between Characters of T and Elements of T r .  r .
U  r .T Element of T corresponding to u r .  r . i j . . .
iq jq l iy j kq l k iqkq l .T j , j , j , j ; j1. 1 1 1 1 1
iqk i jqk y j iqk j .T j , j , j , j ; j j2. 1 1 2 11 3
iq jqk iy j k qk iqk .T j , j , j , j ; j3. 1 1 3 3 1
iqk i y jyk y j i y j k .T j , j , j , j ; j j j4. 1 1 2 2 1 2 3
iq j y i j q j i j .T j , j , j , j ; j j5. 1 2 3 3 13
2 2 2i j y i q qq . i j q yq . i q i j .T j j , j , j j , j ; j j6. 7 71 7 1 7 7 1
2iq2 j i q i q i iq j .T j , j , j , j ; j7. 1 7 17 7
iq j i y j yq j i j .T j , j , j , j ; j j8. 1 1 4 4 1 9
y iq jyk y i k y j y i k .T j , j , j , j ; j j9. 2 2 1 2 2 3
y i k i qk y jyk y j y j k .T j j , j j , j , j ; j j10. 2 3 2 2 2 2 33
3 3 2 2j j j jq q1 i y q y1 i q qq i q yq i i .  .  .  .T y1 j , y1 j , y1 j , y1 j ; j .  .  .  . .11. 11 311 11 11
j j j ji y i qy1 i y qq1 i 2 i .  .T y1 j , y1 j , y1 j , y1 j ; j .  .  .  . .12. 1 2 4 4 11
2i yq i y i yq i i .T j , j , j , j ; j13. 1 8 8 8 14
3 3 2i q i qy1. i yq i q yq q1. i .T j , j , j , j ; j14. 14 6 814 14
2i y i q i q i i .T j , j , j , j ; j15. 7 2 37 7
 i yq 3i q i qq1. i q 2 i.T j , j , j , j ; j16. 13 13 5 137
y iy jy l y iq j yky l yk y iyky l .T j , j , j , j ; j17. 2 2 2 2 2
2 2q  iq j. yq iq j y i q j q i .T j , j , j , j ; j18. 5 55 5 5
3yiy j y i y j yq j y i q j .T j , j , j , j ; j j19. 2 2 4 4 2 10
2 2yiy2 j yq i y i yq i yq q1. i y j .T j , j , j , j ; j j20. 2 8 8 8 8 2
2 2q y1. i yq q1. i y j q i q i y j qy1. i y j .T j , j j , j , j j ; j j21. 8 8 2 2 8 28 8
qy1. iy j yqq1. iyq j y j yq j y iyqq1. j .T j , j , j , j ; j22. 4 4 4 4 4
2 3 3 2y q qqq1. i yq i q qq y1. i yq i yqq1. i .T j , j , j , j ; j23. 12 12 12 1212
3 2 2 2 3 2q qq y1. i yqq1. i qq y1. i q i q qq yqy1. i .T j , j , j , j ; j24. 1515 15 15 15
qy1. iyq j y i q iqqy1. j y j qy1. iy j .T j , j , j , j ; j25. 6 6 6 66
g g g g .we obtain u g Hom Y, Q rZ from u , such that ker u containsp9
 . g gF y 1 Y. Since there is an isomorphism between X m Q rZ andp9
g g .Hom Y, Q rZ , under which x m a corresponds to the homomorphismp9
g  :   : .sending g to x , g a where , is the pairing X = Y ª Z , we obtain
g gg gfrom u an element  x m a of X m Q rZ; the fact that ker u containsx p9
g g .F y 1 Y implies that  x m a is F-stable. Applying the duality map dx
g* gg* F .  .yields an F-stable element  d x m a of Y m Q rZ, where T andx p9
g* .F g* g* g*T are in duality; since Y m Q rZ ( T we obtain an element t ofp9
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g* .FT as required. Thus we have
Fg gu g Hom T , V . /p9
j
g g .u g Hom Y, Q rZp9
j
g gx m a g X m Q rZ x p9
j
g* g* .d x m a g Y m Q rZ x p9
j
g* g* F .t g T .
Ã UThe case we shall consider in detail is the bijection between T and T ;6. 6.
 .y1we have w s w w and so d w s w w , and we find that6. 3y4 2y3 6. qyyy 4
T w w s lq 2qqm , l, lm , lqyq 2 ; lqq1m : lq 3y1 s mqy1 s 1 . .  . 5qyyy 4
 .y1Accordingly, take g, g* g G such that F g g s n n and3y4 2y3
y1 6. Ã .F g* g* s n n ; given u g T , we wish to identify the element tqyyy 4 i j 6.
of TU to which it corresponds. We begin with the isomorphism between6.






g g g6 6 6 60 Y Y m Q Y m Q rZ 0p9 p9
6 6 6
Fy1 Fy1 Fy1
g g g6 6 6 60 Y Y m Q Y m Q rZ 0p9 p9
6




g g 2 bya a qa q 2 a b. g .Fby use of the snake lemma. Given t9 s j , j , j , j ; j g T ,1 7 7 7 1
we have
g t9 sg h j 2 byaj a h j 4 by2 aj qq1.a h j 3bya h j 2 bya ; .  .  .  . .2y3 1 7 3y4 1 7 4 1 qyyy 1
this maps to
g
2b y a a 4b y 2 a q q 1 a .
h m q q h m q2y3 3y43 3 /  / q y 1 q y 1q y 1 q y 1
3b y a 2b y a gq h m q h m g Y m Q rZ.4 qyyy p9 /  / /q y 1 q y 1
Pulling back to g Y m Q by removing the bars, and applying F y 1, givesp9
g w 2y 3w3y 4 q 2b y a qa .
h m q2y3 3 / q y 1 q y 1
q 4b y 2 a q q q 1 a .  .
qh m q3y4 3 /q y 1 q y 1
q 3b y a q 2b y a .  .
qh m q h m4 qyyy /  / /q y 1 q y 1
g
2b y a a
y h m q2y3 3 / q y 1 q y 1
4b y 2 a q q 1 a 3b y a .
qh m q q h m3y4 43  / /q y 1 q y 1q y 1
2b y a
qh mqyyy  / /q y 1
s g h m 2b q h m 4b y a . 2y3 3y4
qh m 3b y a q h m 2b y a . .  . .4 qyyy
Since all coefficients from Q which appear here are in fact integers, wep9
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g g  . gmay pull back to Y and then project to Yr F y 1 Y, obtaining the
element
g 2b h q 4b y a h q 3b y a h q 2b y a h .  .  .  . .2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
gq F y 1 Y . .
g g g g g6. i a jb 6. 6. .  .Thus as u t9 s z z , we have u l u g Hom Y, Q rZ , wherei j 7 1 i j i j p9
gg 6. .F y 1 Y : ker u andi j
g g6.u 2b h q 4b y a h q 3b y a h q 2b y a h .  .  .  . . .i j 2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
ia jb
s q .3 q y 1q y 1
g g6.Now we must determine the effect of u on a typical element of Y.i j
 . gAn arbitrary element of F y 1 Y is of the form
F y 1 g rh q sh q th q uh .  . .2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
sg yqs q 2 qt y r h q qr y q q 1 s q 2 qt h .  . . 2y3 3y4
q q y 1 th q q y 1 uh . .  . .4 qyyy
g g . gThus given g s wh q xh q yh q zh g Y, we have2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
gg g g 2b h q 4b y a h q 3b y a h q 2b y a h .  .  .  . .2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
gq F y 1 Y .
if there exist r, s, t, u g Z with
w s 2b y r y qs q2 qt,
 .x s 4b y a q qr y q q 1 s q2 qt,
 .y s 3b y a q q y 1 t,
 .z s 2b y a q q y 1 u.
We find that we may take the following values:
a b r s t u
2 .  .  .  .  .g s h y q y 1 0 y q q 1 y 2 q q 1 y q q 1 y q q 12y3
 .g s h q q y 1 0 q 2 q y 1 q q3y4
g s h 2 q 1 2 4 2 24
2 .  .  .  .  .g s h y q q q q 1 y1 y q q 2 y 2 q q 3 y q q 2 y q q 2 .qyyy
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g g .Thus if g s wh q xh q yh q zh , we have2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
ig g6. 2 2u g s y q y 1 w q q q y 1 x q 2 qy y q q q q 1 z . .  .  . .i j 3q y 1
j
q y y z . .
q y 1
g g 6.Now if the element of X m Q rZ corresponding to u isp9 i j
g x m a q x m b q x m c q x m d , /2y3 3y4 4 qyyy
where for clarity we write x for the root a , we requirea
2y q y 1 i .
2 a y b s ,3q y 1
q q y 1 i .
y a q 2b y c s ,3q y 1
2 qi j
y2b q2c y d s q ,3 q y 1q y 1
2y q q q q 1 i j .
y c q 2 d s y .3 q y 1q y 1
Solving these equations gives
2i j q q 1 i 2 j .
a s q , b s q ,3 3q y 1 q y 1q y 1 q y 1
i q 3 j j
c s , d s ;
q y 1 q y 1
g g 6.thus the element of X m Q rZ corresponding to u isp9 i j
g 2i j q q 1 i 2 j .
x m q q x m q2y3 3y43 3 /  / q y 1 q y 1q y 1 q y 1
i q 3 j j
qx m q x m .4 qyyy /  / /q y 1 q y 1
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As a check, we find that applying F y 1 does give 0, so that this element
.is F-stable. Applying the duality map d gives the element
g* 2i j q q 1 i 2 j .
h m q q h m qqyyy 43 3 /  / q y 1 q y 1q y 1 q y 1
i q 3 j j
qh m q h m3y4 2y3 /  / /q y 1 q y 1
of g*Y m Q rZ. Finally, the corresponding element of g*T isp9
g*t s g* h j i j j h j q 2q1 . ij 2 j h j iq3 j h j j .  .  . . /qyyy 7 1 4 7 1 3y4 1 2y3 1
s g* j i j j , jyi , j q 2qq . ij j , j q 2yq . i ; j q 2 ij j , .7 1 7 7 1 7 7 1
 .and t does indeed lie in T w w as required.qyyy 4
The other 24 cases are all similar; as can be seen, the calculations
involved are quite lengthy. We give the results in Table II; for each
 . Umaximal torus T s T w , this gives the element of T corresponding r .  r .  r .
to the character u  r . .i j . . .
6. THE PERMUTATION CHARACTER
The permutation character of the action is 1G ; its value at g g G is theH
number of points fixed by g, i.e., the number of cosets g 9H in G with
gg 9H s g 9H. In this section we shall decompose 1G into its irreducibleH
constituents; to do this we shall determine the scalar products of 1G withH
all Deligne]Lusztig generalized characters R , and from this find theT , u
scalar products with all irreducible characters of G.
Given any generalized character x of G, we have by Frobenius reci-
procity
1 x g .
G <1 , x s 1 , x s x g s , . . .  HH H HG < <H C g .HggH w xg ;H
w xwhere the final sum is over all conjugacy classes g in H. Our method for
determining scalar products therefore involves summing contributions
from the different conjugacy classes of H. By the Jordan decomposition we
can write any g g H uniquely as g s su s us, where s is semisimple and u
unipotent; moreover, we have seen that the semisimple element s is of
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type t for some 0 F j F 132. We may therefore writej
132 x g .
G1 , x s . .  H G C g .Hjs0 w xg ;H
gssu , s of type t j
We now that the semisimple elements of a given type all have conjugate
centralizers. Let the number of unipotent classes lying in the centralizer in
H of a semisimple element s of type t be m , with representativesj j
u , . . . , u , say. We may therefore writej, 1 j, m j
mj132 x su .j , rG1 , x s . .   H G C su .H j , rjs0 rs1 w xs ;H
s of type t j
G Ã .Now we are interested in scalar products 1 , R for u g T .H T , u G  r . r .
The value of such a Deligne]Lusztig generalized character at the element
w xg s su s us may be seen from 4, Theorem 7.2.8 to be a product of two
expressions; the first, depending on s, is a Gaussian sum of roots of unity,
while the second, depending on u, is a Green function. In many cases,
 .including all centralizers of semisimple elements which occur in G s F q ,4
it is known that all Green function are polynomials in q. Moreover, since
the number of semisimple classes of a given type is a polynomial in q
 .possibly depending on the congruence of q modulo 12 , it may be seen
that the sum of the Gaussian sums over all semisimple classes of a given
type is also a polynomial in q. Since each centralizer order is also a
polynomial in q, it follows that the contribution to the scalar product
 G . 1321 , R from each of the  m types of class is a rational polyno-H T , u G js0 j r .
mial in q. Since the scalar product is an integer, we see that it suffices to
determine the terms of non-negative degree in the contributions; we shall
call such terms the non-negligible parts of the contributions.
It is now a straightforward, if somewhat lengthy, matter to work through
each of the 132 m types of class, determining which could possibly makejs0 j
a contribution having non-zero non-negligible part. We find that the types
of class which can make such a contribution are precisely those of regular
semisimple elements of H; moreover, each such non-negligible part is of
degree zero. The types concerned are
t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t ,30 57 68 75 81 89 95 100 103 105
t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t ,107 111 115 116 117 124 125 128 131 132
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each of which is also regular in G, and
t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t ,29 56 88 94 110 114 122 123 129 130
Äeach of which has centralizer in G of type A . Each of the former lies in1
only one maximal torus of G, and accordingly contributes only to scalar
 G .products 1 , R for one value of r ; moreover, the contribution hasH T , u G r .
non-zero non-negligible part only when u is the trivial character. On the
other hand, each of the latter lies in two types of maximal torus of G
and contributes for two values of r ; the contribution has non-zero non-
negligible part for various characters u , including the trivial character.
We give an example to illustrate each type of behaviour. The semisimple
classes of type t contain elements132
jy qy1.a , jy q
2yq .a , jy q
3yq 2 .a , j q
3q1 .a ; j a with q4 q 1 ¦ 2 a; . .12 12 12 12 12
1 14 4 .the number of such classes is q y 1 or q according to whether p ) 28 8
or p s 2. Such elements lie only in the torus T ; the value of R 23. at23. T , u23. i
the element given is
z i a q zyi a q z q ia q zyq ia q z q 2 i a q zyq 2 i a q z q 3 i a q zyq 3 i a .12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
4  . 4 If i s 0, summing over all such classes gives q y 1 if p ) 2 or q if
.p s 2 ; however, if i / 0 the sum gives 0 or y1. Since the centralizer in H
of such elements has order q4 q 1, the non-negligible part of the contribu-
 G .23.tion to the scalar product 1 , R from these classes is 1 if i s 0H T , u G23. i
 23. .i.e., if u is the trivial character , and 0 otherwise.i
Now consider the semisimple classes of type t ; these contain elements110
jya , j a , j qa , j q
2 a ; 1 with q y 1 ¦ a, q2 q q q 1 ¦ a, .  . .1 7 7 7
1 3 2 .and the number of such classes is q y q y 2 q y 1 q y . Such ele-6
ments lie in the tori T and T . The value of R 16. at the element6. 16. T , u16. i
given is
yq q 1 z ia , .  .7
where we write
z c s z c q zyc q z qc q zyq c q z q 2 c q zyq 2 c . .7 7 7 7 7 7 7
 3 .  . 3 2If q y 1 N i, summing over all such classes gives yq q 1 q y q y 2 q
3 13.  .  . .y 1 q y ; however, if q y 1 ¦ i then the sum gives yq q 1 y y .2 2
 3 . .Since the centralizer in H of such elements has order q y 1 q y 1 , the
non-negligible part of the contribution to the scalar product
 G .  3 .16.1 , R from these classes is y1 if q y 1 N i, and 0 otherwise.H T , u G16. i
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On the other hand the value of R 6. at the element given isT , u6. i j
q q 1 z ia q z i q q2 q q q 1 j a .  .  . . . 7 7
qz q q 1 i q q2 q q q 1 j a . .  . . . .7
 . 3 2If i s j s 0, summing over all such classes gives 3 q q 1 q y q y 2 q y
.1 q y ; if instead one of the three conditions
i s 0, i q q2 q q q 1 j s 0, q q 1 i q q2 q q q 1 j s 0 . .  .
 . 3 2 .is satisfied, the sum is q q 1 q y q y 2 q y 2 ; if i and j satisfy none
3 1 . .of the conditions, the sum is 3 q q 1 y y . Thus the non-negligible2 2
 G .6.part of the contribution to the scalar product 1 , R is 3, 1, or 0H T , u G6. i j
 6.accordingly. Note that, although the sets of characters u satisfying thei j
three conditions above are distinct, any character satisfying one of them is
conjugate under the Weyl group of the torus T to characters satisfying6.
each of the other two; thus the corresponding Deligne]Lusztig generalized
.characters are equal.
Proceeding in this way with the remaining types of regular semisimple
classes in H, we may determine all non-zero non-negligible parts of
 G .contributions to scalar products 1 , R . Using the information con-H T , u G r .
tained in Table II, we find that the relevant Deligne]Lusztig generalized
 .  .characters lie in just four if p ) 2 or three if p s 2 types of geometric
conjugacy class. The geometric conjugacy classes concerned are those
corresponding to the semisimple classes in G of type h , h , h , and h in0 1 7 8
w x the notation of 10 if p ) 2; if p s 2 the semisimple classes are h , h ,0 2
w x.and h in the notation of 9 . The semisimple elements contained are the14
identity, involutions with centralizer in G of type C A only occurring if3 1
.p ) 2 , and elements of order dividing q y 1 or q q 1 with centralizer in
G of type C . There is a single semisimple class of type h or h assuming3 0 1
.p ) 2 for the latter , while the number of semisimple classes of type h or7
1 1 h is q y 2 or q , respectively where a denotes the integral part . ? @8 2 2
.of a ; we shall denote the corresponding geometric conjugacy classes by
1 1k , k , k for 1 F j F q y 2 and k for 1 F j F q . We tabu- .0 1 7, j 8, j2 2
late the results in Table III. Each row of this table corresponds to a type of
semisimple class t and a torus T and gives the non-negligible parts ofj  r .
 G .contributions from classes of type t to scalar products 1 , R forj H T , u G r .
R lying in each of the types of geometric conjugacy class; the 20 typesT , u r .
of semisimple classes whose elements are also regular in G have just one
row each, while the 10 types whose elements have centralizer in G of type
ÄA have two rows each.1
It is now a relatively straightforward matter to determine the decompo-
sition of 1G . We begin with the characters lying in the geometric conjugacyH
class k ; these are the unipotent characters. From Table III we see that0
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TABLE III
Non-negligible Parts of Contributions to Scalar Products
Class Torus k k k k Class Torus k k k k0 1 7, j 8, j 0 1 7, j 8, j
t T 3 0 0 } t T 12 1 1 }30 1. 29 1.
t T 3 0 } 0 T y1 y1 0 y157 17. 3.
t T 1 0 0 0 t T y12 y1 } y168 3. 56 17.
t T 1 0 0 0 T 1 1 1 075 10. 10.
t T 1 0 0 0 t T 6 1 1 }81 4. 88 2.
t T 3 0 0 } T y1 y1 0 y189 2. 5.
t T 3 0 } 0 t T y6 y1 } y195 9. 94 9.
t T 1 0 0 } T 1 1 1 0100 8. 5.
t T 1 0 } 0 t T 3 1 1 }103 19. 110 6.
t T 1 0 0 0 T y1 y1 } y1105 5. 16.
t T 1 0 0 0 t T y3 y1 } y1107 11. 114 21.
t T 3 0 0 } T 1 1 1 }111 6. 14.
t T 3 0 } 0 t T y2 y1 0 y1115 21. 122 4.
t T 1 0 } 0 T 3 1 1 0116 16. 3.
t T 1 0 0 } t T 2 1 1 0117 14. 123 4.
t T 2 0 0 0 T y3 y1 0 y1124 4. 10.
t T 1 0 } } t T y1 y1 0 y1125 12. 129 11.
t T 3 0 } } T 2 1 1 }128 22. 8.
t T 2 0 0 0 t T 1 1 1 0131 11. 130 11.
t T 1 0 } } T y2 y1 } y1132 23. 19.
 G .the scalar products 1 , R for r s 1, . . . , 25 areH T , 1 G r .
15, 9, 3, 3, 1, 6, 0, 3, y3, y1, 3, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, y9, 0, y1, 0, 0, 3, 1, 0, 0.
w xThe character table of W is given in 5 ; using it we may form the almost
Ãcharacters R for f g W. From the list of scalar products just given wef
find that
1 if f s f , fY , f , or fY ,1, 0 2, 4 4, 1 8, 3G1 , R s .H f G 0 otherwise.
Finally we relate the almost characters to the irreducible characters by
Lusztig's non-abelian Fourier transform matrices. The characters Rf1, 0
and R Y lie in families of size 1, and thus are themselves irreduciblef8, 3
characters x and x Y . The other two almost characters R and R Yf f f f1, 0 8, 3 4, 1 2, 4
lie in a family of size four, whose other members are R X and a classf2, 4
function Y , say; the corresponding unipotent characters are x , x Y ,1 f f4, 1 2, 4
 w x.Xx , and x in the notation of 4 , and we havef B , 12, 4 2
1
Y Xx s R q R q R q Y , .f f f f 124, 1 4 , 1 2 , 4 2 , 4
1
Y Y Xx s R q R y R y Y , .f f f f 122, 4 4 , 1 2 , 4 2 , 4
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1
X Y Xx s R y R q R y Y , .f f f f 122, 4 4 , 1 2 , 4 2 , 4
1
Y Xx s R y R y R q Y . .B , 1 f f f 122 4, 1 2 , 4 2 , 4
 G . GIf we let 1 , Y s y , we see that the scalar products of 1 with the fourH 1 G 1 H
unipotent characters are
1 1 1 11 q y , 1 y y , y y , y ;1 1 1 12 2 2 2
since these must all be non-negative, it follows that y s 0, and the scalar1
products are 1, 1, 0, 0. Thus the unipotent constituents of 1G are x ,H f1, 0
x Y , x , and x Y , each occurring with multiplicity 1; their degrees are 1,f f f8, 3 4, 1 2, 4
1 13 2 4 6 3 2 4 4 6 . . .  .  .  . .q q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , q q q 1 q q 1 , and q q q 1 q q 1 ,2 2
respectively.
The remaining geometric conjugacy classes are easily treated using
Lusztig's Jordan decomposition of characters. The irreducible characters
lying in the class k are in bijective correspondence with the unipotent1
 .characters of the centralizer in G of the involution 1, 1, y1, y1; 1 , which
is of type C A . The only constituent of 1G lying in this class occurs with3 1 H
multiplicity 1 and corresponds to the character of the centralizer whose
restrictions to the C and A factors are the trivial and the Steinberg3 1
characters, respectively. We shall denote this character by x 1, St; its degreek1
 4 . 4 2 . 6 .is q q q 1 q q q q 1 q q 1 . The irreducible characters lying in the
class k or k are in bijective correspondence with the unipotent7, j 8, j
 j yj .characters of the centralizer in G of the semisimple element 1, 1, j , j ; 11 1
 j yj . Gor 1, 1, j , j ; 1 , which is of type C . The only constituent of 1 lying in2 2 3 H
such a class again occurs with multiplicity 1 and corresponds to the trivial
character of the centralizer. We shall denote this character by x 1 ork7, j
x 1 ; it is the semisimple character in the geometric conjugacy class,k8, j
 . 4 . 4 2 . 6 .  . 4 .and its degree is q q 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 q q 1 or q y 1 q q 1
 4 2 . 6 .q q q q 1 q q 1 .
Thus we have decomposed the permutation character; we have
1 1?  .@ ? @qy2 q2 2
G 1, St 1 1
Y Y1 s x q x q x q x q x q x q x , H f f f f k k k1 , 0 8 , 3 4 , 1 2 , 4 1 7 , j 8 , j
js1 js1
1, St where the constituent x only occurs if p ) 2 it is easy to checkk1
that the sum of the degrees of the irreducible characters listed is
8 8 4 . < < .q q q q q 1 s G : H as required . This result confirms the findings
of Section 2, that the rank of the action is q q 3, and that the permutation
 .character is multiplicity-free since all suborbits are self-paired .
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